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THE ERIBA TOURING “60 EDITION”.
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model



Y E A R S

In the beginning was the original “Troll”. The first masterpiece of motorhoming, built

by Erwin Hymer and Erich Bachem, was the first chapter in an incomparable history.

In recent decades, HYMER has left its mark on the motorhoming industry like no

other manufacturer. Innovation, passion and tradition have also made ERIBA what

it is today: one of the most popular and successful brands for discerning caravan

enthusiasts. To celebrate its 60th anniversary, there is now a very special model: the

ERIBA Touring with many new features and highlights at a highly attractive price.
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O U R A N N I V E R S A R Y M O D E L I S T H E R E S U LT O F :

OF PROGRESS

Launch of the Eribette, a
compact alternative to the
ERIBA Touring built of wood.

The ERIBA Nova Light
combines the compact outer
dimensions of the ERIBA
Feeling with the comfort
features of the ERIBA Nova.

The ERIBA Feeling is
developed as a modern
pop-top roof caravan.

Opening of the Erwin Hymer
Museum opposite the
company headquarters in
Bad Waldsee.

The model range is supplemented
with the ERIBA Exciting, for
young campers.

Erich Bachem (“ERIBA”) and
Erwin Hymer build the original
“Troll”, the first caravan.

Birth of the ERIBA Touring
models Puck, Faun and
Troll followed by Pan,
Familia, Triton and Titan.

Introduction of the ERIBA
Nova model range.
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ERIBA and HYMER merge to
form ERIBA-HYMER GmbH.

The ERIBA Moving model
range sets new standards
in caravan design with
its round body shape.

The new space-saving models
of the Nova range arrive on
the scene, strikingly attractive
and soundly practical.

The redesigned ERIBA
Nova is the most modern
caravan on the market.

Envious glances guaranteed:
The ERIBA Nova S has
an impressive new exterior
design and furnishing
concepts borrowed from the
world of upmarket hotels.

60 years on the move: ERIBA
celebrates its anniversary.

The innovative PUAL
body shell is developed
and proves its stability.
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A FEAST FOR
THE EYES.

T H E E R I B A T O U R I N G “ 6 0 E D I T I O N ”
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The anniversary model of the ERIBA Touring
“60 Edition” features distinctive, two-colour
paintwork, which is the absolute highlight of
this special model. The lower section of the
smooth metal is finished in Crystal Silver,
and the upper section in Carrara White. With
colour-coordinated bicolour rims, this work
of art will whisk you away on your holidays.

THE HIGHLIGHTS

01 “Grand Oak” furniture style collection: light
and modern oak finish, high-gloss, white locker
doors with chrome handles.

02 Work surface and tabletop with anti-fingerprint
coating: modern and easy-care.

03 “Janeiro” or “Cusco” fabric with single colour
design, shown here: “Janeiro”

04 Ergonomic, comfortable cushions with modern
button design for extraordinary seating comfort.

05 Compact and yet plenty of room on the work
surface in the kitchen – the glass lid for the
cooker and a sink cover ensure even more
space. Crockery, pans and food can be tidily
stored away in the cabinet underneath the
kitchen counter.

06 The bathroom is equipped with a height-
adjustable mirror, a shelf with tensioning
straps to store utensils, a towel rail and a
bench toilet.



ERIBA Touring

Standard equipment:

Plastic cover for drawbar

Anti-sway coupling

Automatic brake adjustment

Mud flaps

GRP pop-top roof with 26 mm sandwich insulation

Pull-out entrance step

All windows with mosquito netting and blackout blind

Spacious wardrobe

Shoe compartment at entrance

Seating area can be converted into a bed

All the upholstery has HYMER stain protection

12V LED lighting

Ambient lighting

Kitchen drawer with cutlery insert

Fold-out kitchen worktop extension

Bench toilet with level indicator and separate flushing
tank (except 310)

Hinged bathroom window, frosted glass (except 310)

Frost-proof water installation

LED awning light

ERIBA TOURING
Package

“60 Edition” equipment

Side walls, front and rear in smooth metal,
colour: White Silver

Mosquito net roller door (entire door height),
with easy-to-use side guide

Water tank 30 l, fitted inside the seat box at
the front on the left

ERIBA 5-star twin-spoke alloy rims, bicolour

On the Touring 310, exterior locker door at
the rear on the right, 55 x 35 cm

On the Touring 430, 530 and 542, exterior
locker door at the rear on the right, 80 x 35 cm

Two additional reading lights in the rear

Two utensil bags

Stone deflector

Grand Oak furniture style collection – Grand Oak
furniture finish, high-gloss, white locker doors
with chrome handles, counter surface/tabletop
with anti-fingerprint coating

Cusco or Janeiro fabric combination

Colour-coordinated bedspread

Tablecloth

Two pillows with covers

Comfortable cushions with high backrest and
lumbar support for the front seating area including
additional cushion for converting into a bed

Sink cover with chopping board

Spare wheel with bracket

ERIBA
Touring

“60 Edition”

Package

T E C H N I C A L D A T A A N D L A Y O U T S
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TOURING 310 “60 EDITION”
Mass in running order (incl. package) 758 kg
Payload 142–292 kg

Berths

TOURING 430 “60 EDITION”
Mass in running order (incl. package) 908 kg
Payload 92–392 kg

Berths

TOURING 530 “60 EDITION”
Mass in running order (incl. package) 1,008 kg
Payload 292–392 kg

Berths

TOURING 542 “60 EDITION”
Mass in running order (incl. package) 1,008 kg
Payload 292–392 kg

Berths
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JANEIRO CUSCO
Fabric: Fabric:
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C O N S T R U C T I O N

Unique design principle based
on aircraft engineering

The unique design, based on the steel frame, which has
its origins in aircraft design, has been around for over 60
years now. The extremely sturdy lightweight vehicle is a
model of efficiency – the reason for this is the aerodynamic
shape of the front section with its rounded design. The
body shape – unique in caravan construction – boasts a
timeless elegance and comes with numerous benefits:
lower air resistance for better fuel economy, much improved
driving safety and optimal roadholding characteristics.
With this compact touring pro, you can now holiday with
greater safety, economy and – not least – style. The outer
skin is made of smooth aluminium, and the reinforced
pop-top roof of hail-proof GRP.

The highlights

• Streamlined tubular steel construction
• Low height on the road (226 cm)
• Chassis with independent wheel suspension

and shock absorbers
• Anti-snake stabiliser with automatic overrun

device and automatic reversing mechanism
• Pop-top roof with 26 mm sandwich insulation

and 1.95 m of headroom
• Automatic brake adjustment
• High degree of driving stability with perfect

roadholding characteristics



Note
This brochure describes the series status at the time of publication. Despite careful
checking of the contents, misprints cannot be ruled out. We reserve the right to modify
the equipment or make product improvements during the course of the model year.
Before signing a sales contract, please ask one of our authorised HYMER dealers about
the current product and series status. The details of scope of delivery, appearance,
performance, dimensions and weights are valid at the time of going to press – deviations
within the factory tolerance limits (max. +/- 5%) are possible and permissible. These data
comply with European homologation regulations, which may change up to the time of
vehicle purchase or delivery. Your HYMER dealer will gladly provide information on any
changes and the standard scope of delivery.

Copyright © 2017 Hymer GmbH & Co. KG

Hymer GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 1140
D-88330 Bad Waldsee

www.hymer.com

Folgen Sie uns auch auf Facebook und Instagram:


